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Abstract
MICE (Meeting, Incentive, Conference, Exhibition) has shown a significant promise in its industry growth by virtue
of its usage in some Indonesia’s big events, such as the 2018 G20 Summit held in Bali. MICE is important for
seeing the visitors at a different angle, such as having an insight on the most visited booth of the event, how long
the visitors spend time in one booth, and so on. The need of an application on this research for tracking visitors
will be high especially during this Covid-19 pandemic. Therefore, to support the Indonesia economy recovery for
years to come, especially on the MICE, a visitor tracking application is developed and tested. The purpose of this
research is to develop algorithm for measuring the distance between visitors and the visitor density of a certain
area in real time. This algorithm is implemented in the MICE event’s visitor mobile tracking application which uses
Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data Analytics as their foundation to embrace the new normal. The six BLE
Beacons were tested by a testing app developed using a Javascript framework called React Native. The app is
used to capture the packet broadcasted by the Beacons. The app uses a third-party library developed by
Kontakt.io. In conclusion, among 6 beacons have been tested, Digoo Bytereal iBeacon BLE 4.0 and DS Beacon
V1.0 are the most versatile and will be used in the next experiments.
Keywords: Hybrid MICE industry; Bluetooth Beacon; visitor tracking; big data analytics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is highly considered by the MICE tourism market as an attractive destination, for example in
2021, Indonesia will host the U-21 world cup and also one of the MotoGP series for the first time. It
proofs the world community trust to carry out MICE activities in Indonesia (Ministry of Trade, Republic of
Indonesia, 2011). The MICE industry is an activity that needs to be developed in terms of government
regulations, event organizers and locations, as well as academic concepts so the MICE industry can run
well (Buathong & Lai, 2017). With the Covid-19 pandemic, ICT technology has also become

Beacon, which is implemented into MICE activities using big data technology. Research conducted by
Kim et.al. (2016) also monitors the movement and interaction of visitors during the event. However, this
research has not solved the problem of social distancing in real time. Therefore, the main research
problem is measuring the distance and density level of a certain location in real time. Currently, the use
of Beacon sensors with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) signals can be measured using the Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) method. However, this RSSI method needs to be developed to
support measurements quickly and in real time.
This research has a specific goal to develop an algorithm for measuring distance, density, and
coordinates/location of visitors using BLE signals in real time. This is to support the implementation of
tracking visitor movements and density levels in a venue so the social distancing can be recognized in
real time. In the following year, it is necessary to prepare big data infrastructure to support the growing
amount of data (scalable) and continue data analysis process of data obtained including Beacon sensor
data, event management system data, and data from the event's social media using data mining
techniques. The results of the data analysis will be visualized so it can be useful for the event
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Internet of Things (IoT)-based ICT research related to MICE is the study of one of the sensors, Smart
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indispensable for the sustainability of MICE activities in Indonesia (Disimulation, 2020). One of the

organizers in making decisions. The urgency of this research during the Covid-19 pandemic is the
movement of visitors is very important in preparing new normal arrangement in the MICE industry in the
future. The event organizers can also find out number of visitors in real time so that it can be adjusted to
the maximum capacity of the venue in order to comply with local government regulations.

2. RELATED WORKS
Although not much has been done, hybrid MICE events have been studied by Hamm et.al.
(2018). In this study, Hamm defines hybrid MICE as combination of activities carried out with physical
presence (face to face) and online using certain technologies to improve the visitor experience in
attending the MICE event. The focus of this research is determining coordinate points, the distance
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between coordinates obtained in real time to support visitor tracking. Our previous research, tracking
visitors using a QR-Code, was quite disturbing for visitors because visitors need to scan the QR-Code
every time they are in a certain location (Wilbert, et.al., 2017). To improve the research, we then
proceed with studying IoT technology by using Beacons for tracking visitors with BLE technology which
is implemented at the Museum (Widjaja, et.al., 2019).
Several methods have been carried out by other researchers in measuring distance, such as using the
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) method. Zhuan, et.al. (2016) used a Polynomial Regression
Model (PRM), Finger Printing (FP) and Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) to determine location in a
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smartphone-based closed room using a BLE Beacon. Furthermore, Huh and Seo (2017) used a rangeaverage algorithm using RSSI to determine the location in a closed room. RSSI results are still less
accurate because they have a fairly high error rate, therefore Li et.al. (2018) used the RSSI real-time
correction method using Bluetooth that is connected to a cloud server in a closed room. Because this
Hybrid MICE activity can be carried out in a closed or open room, in this first year, the RSSI method for
BLE will be used in combination with several other methods, namely with the addition of Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology and also Near Field Communication (NFC). GPS technology
combined with BLE Beacons will be very suitable for MICE activities in open spaces, while NFC
combined with BLE Beacons can be used both in open and closed spaces requiring a closer distance.
Therefore, the state of the art of this research is to combine several algorithms that can be used in
several existing technologies (BLE Beacon, WIFI router, GPS, and NFC) to get more accurate
coordinates and distance points so they can be implemented for social distancing purposes in real time.
This combination has also been used by Cheng, et.al. (2016) to create a guide system for a location,
both open and closed. As a continuation of social distancing, the density level in a room will also be
measured using the Wasserstein interpolation method (Danis & Cemgil, 2017) by calculating the
distance between visitors as a whole.
Our previous research on big data infrastructure, one of which is the use of Hypervisor for education
industry (Syahlie, et.al., 2014) and the use of Hadoop for performance optimization on servers
(Christian, et.al, 2017). Several Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods are used to process free
text from visitors on social media comments and from feedback on MICE activities. The processed free
text is focused on Bahasa Indonesia. The NLP developed will go towards sentiment analysis to see how
this MICE activity is discussed on various existing social media so the MICE activity organizers can
evaluate it better in the coming years. Wijaya, et.al. (2013) used several algorithms, namely Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes and Decision tree for sentiment analysis. The same method is also
used to process the data in this study. Data from social media will be retrieved using tools such as
RapidMiner, which will then be used as a training set. Preprocessing is carried out to eliminate less
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important words such as in, to, and so on, which are then analyzed with several machine learning
algorithms, such as Support Vector. Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes and Decision tree for sentiment
analysis.

3. METHOD
The methodology that will be used in this research is method for determining coordinates, distance and
density in a MICE event. This method is implemented in the development of a visitor tracking mobile

improve the visitor experience in an event. This research will focus on determining coordinates, distance
and density of MICE visitors in the context of social distancing in real time to support new normal
activities. It is done based on Internet of Things (IoT) technology. By using BLE Beacon technology, the
mobile application will be convenient to use by the visitors. This concept is called unobtrusive visitor
tracking. Unlike previous research using a QR-Code, where visitors are required to scan the QR-Code
at every location/booth they visit. The several stages conducted in this research as follow:
1. Trial with several types of BLE Beacon sensors using several methods to determine coordinates,
distance and density of a room, both closed and open, namely: Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI), Polynomial Regression Model (PRM), Finger Printing (FP) and Extended Kalman Filtering
(EKF). The BLE Beacon sensors that will be used are the RadBeacon chip, HM-10 Bluetooth
Beacon, Shenzhen Minew Bluetooth Beacon, Aruba Beacon and Estimote Beacon.
2. Development of concept proof from the results of the BLE Beacon trial into the creation of a mobile
application starting with the analysis and design system of the application to the integration of the
method of determining coordinates, distances and density into the application.
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management using a QR-Code and tour guide application development using Beacon sensor to
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application. Specific research on event management has started since 2018, starting with event

3. Test the mobile app with partners and some users to get feedback.
The research started with testing and experimenting using RFID reader, RFID labels, and RFID
cards to see how well the RFID reader detects nearby RFID labels and RFID cards, as a way of
measuring distance, density, and coordinates/location of visitors. We use one CT-i808 RFID reader, ten
UHF Alien H3 RFID labels, and ten Alien H3 UHF ISO cards in this research. However, this method has
been paused as our research and analysis showed that RFID signals are easily interrupted by any
object or person blocking the RFID label/card from the RFID reader. This situation caused any RFID
labels or RFID cards be undetectable by the RFID reader itself. Therefore, we have decided to focus on
the use of Beacon sensors with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), as the signals generated from the Beacon
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sensors itself are not easily interrupted. To determine which Beacon is more suitable for the research,
six different types of Beacons were tested and compared. The six types of Beacons were:
1. BLE Beacon with Motion sensor accelerometer sensor push button IoT iBeacon. (KBeacon)
2. IBeacons Type bluetooth 4.0 Module NRF51822 Chipset IBeacon. (Digoo Blue)
3. FEASYCOM Mini Bluetooth 5.0 Proximity Low Energy Beacon with Eddystone, iBeacon and
AltBeacon,Android & iOS Programmable. (Feasycom)
4. Radius Networks RadBeacon Dot - Proximity Beacon with Eddystone, iBeacon and AltBeacon
Technology. (RadBeacon)
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5. Digoo Product Bytereal iBeacon BLE 4.0 Near Field Orientation Modul 9y. (Digoo Cube)
6. DS Beacon V1.0. (DS Beacon)
The six BLE Beacons were tested by a testing app developed using a Javascript framework
called React Native. The app is used to capture the packet broadcasted by the Beacons. The app uses
a third-party library developed by Kontakt.io, an industry that specializes in indoor location services and
BLE Beacons (MIT License, 2020). The library was used to parse the Beacon packets and wrap them
into a JSON object that contains information about the Beacon as shown in Fig. 1. The parsed value of
the Beacon packet is an array of JSON objects. The JSON object attributes are:
1. Accuracy: An estimated distance by the library between the Beacon and the mobile phone.
2. Address: The Mac Address of the BLE Beacon. It is a unique identifier to be used as a network
address.
3. BatteryPower: An estimate of the BLE Beacon battery power.
4. UUID (Universally Unique Identifier): 32 hexadecimal digits, split into 5 groups and separated by
hyphens used to distinguish the BLE Beacon.
5. Major and Minor values: Assigned numbers to identify the BLE Beacon with greater accuracy than
just UUID.
6. RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication): The measurement of the power received from a signal.
It is used to indicate signal strength coming from the Beacon. The closer it is to positive value, the
closer the signal source is.
7. Name: The Beacon type.
8. Proximity: The approximate distance of the source.
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The smartphone used during testing procedure was a Xiaomi Redmi Note 7 android
smartphone with an Android version 10 QKQ1.190910.002, Bluetooth V5, 4GB RAM, and Octa-core
Max 2.20GHz CPU, as shown in Fig. 2. The main information required to calculate distance between
the mobile phone and the Beacon are the RSSI and the Mac Address of the BLE Beacon. Furthermore,
the library also includes a function that shows estimated distance between the mobile phone and the
BLE Beacon. Below are the parameters that can be set in the app:
1. TxPower : The measured power of the Beacon or the RSSI value of the Beacon when it is 1m range
to the receiving devices.
2. Environmental Factor: A path loss exponent constant that depends on the environmental factor. It
ranges from 2-4. This parameter is used to set the sensitivity of the Beacon. The higher the value,
the more sensitive it becomes. Therefore, the denser the area, the better it is to increase the value
of the environmental factor constant.
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FIGURE 1. KONTAKT.IO LIBRARY PACKET
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3. Test count: The amount of tests will be conducted (1 test = 30 second).
4. Beacon mac address: The mac address of the Beacon being tested.
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FIGURE 2. TESTING APPLICATION
Source: The Authors

After a test, an output of CSV formatted data will be produced as shown in Fig.3. The test can be
repeated automatically depending on the test count parameter. Respectively, the columns of the CSV
data are stated below:
1. RSSI.
2. Estimated distance using the Kontakt.io library.
3. Estimated distance using the IOT and Electronics formula.
4. Current date and time to calculate time interval after every test.
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For calculating the distance, the app uses a function from the Kontakt.io library and a formula
from IOT and Electronics as we are trying to find the most suitable formula/function to be used
(iotbymukund, 2016).
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(eq.1)
Equation 1 shows the following parameters:
1. Measured Power: A read only calibrated constant that indicates the expected RSSI when it is 1m in
range to receiving devices.
2. RSSI: Received Signal Strength Indicator, which shows signal strength generated by each Beacon.
The signal strength depends on the distance and the broadcasting power.
3. Environmental Factor: A path loss exponent constant that depends on the environmental factor. It
ranges from 2-4. This parameter is used to set sensitivity of the Beacon. The higher the value, the
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more sensitive it becomes. Therefore, the denser the area, the better it is to increase the value of
the environmental factor constant.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Each Beacon type was tested with the React JavaScript testing app containing a library/formula from
Kontakt.io using a Xiaomi Redmi Note 7 android smartphone in indoor environment. The testing
procedure started by marking the floor by multiples of 100cm to 500cm, and each Beacon type is tested
10 times at each distance for 30 seconds each. Every data packet received by each Beacon contains
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data of RSSI, calculation result from Kontakt.io library calculation result from IOT and Electronics
formula, and time the data packet is received by the application (MIT License, 2020). The data received
by the application is then recorded into a spreadsheet and is later compared by variance, standard
deviation, average RSSI, average distance result calculated using Kontakt.io library and IOT and
Electronics formula, and average number of packets received from each Beacon.
The table 1 shows average value of RSSI received from 10 trials of testing, in which every trial takes up
30 seconds. The data is processed to calculate accuracy of the RSSI value. The expected RSSI value
received is -59 when the distance between the Beacon and the phone is 100 cm.
TABLE 1. AVERAGE VALUE OF RSSI

Source: The Authors

The table 2 shows percent error of the RSSI value with a distance of 100 cm from the mobile
phone. Sorted BLE Beacon names in terms of percentage error of RSSI accuracy from the lowest to the
highest respectively: iBeacon NRF51822, Bytereal iBeacon, iBeacon NRF 52832 DS-Beacon,
RadBeacon Dot, CC2640 R2F, FSC-BP103B.
TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE ERROR OF RSSI ACCURACY

Source: The Authors
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The table 3 shows the ranking based on signal stability. Sorted BLE Beacon names from the
highest RSSI stability to the lowest RSSI stability: iBeacon NRF52832 DS-Beacon, Bytereal iBeacon,
RadBeacon Dot, FSC-BP103B, CC2640R2F, iBeacon NRF51822.

The table 4 and 5 shows average distance calculated by using distance calculation formula by
IOT and Electronics (Table 4) and by Kontakt.io (Table 5). The environmental factor constant of the IOT
and Electronics formula was set to 2 because the testing environment was not dense. In other words,
the testing environment had minimal objects and people in the vicinity. The delta shows the difference
between actual distance of the Beacon and distance calculated by using the formula. The percent error
method was implemented to measure percentage error of the actual distance and the estimated
distance.
TABLE 4. AVERAGE DISTANCE CALCULATED USING IOT AND ELECTRONICS FORMULA
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TABLE 3. RANKING IN TERMS OF SIGNAL STABILITY

Source: The Authors
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TABLE 5. AVERAGE DISTANCE CALCULATED USING KONTAKT.IO LIBRARY
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Source: The Authors

Respectively Table 6 and 7 show the percentage error of distance calculated using IOT and
Electronics Formula. The bottom row is the average percentage error. The lower the average
percentage, the more accurate the result is. Sorted list of BLE Beacon in terms of distance accuracy
when calculated using the IOT and Electronics Formula from the highest accuracy to the lowest
accuracy: 1) iBeacon NRF52832 DS-Beacon, 2) Bytereal iBeacon, 3) iBeacon NRF51822, 4)
RadBeacon Dot, 5) CC2640 R2F, 6) FSC-BP103B. Sorted list of BLE Beacon in terms of distance
accuracy when calculated using the Kontakt.io from the highest accuracy to the lowest accuracy: 1)
Bytereal iBeacon, 2) iBeacon NRF51822, 3) FSC-BP103B, 4) iBeacon NRF52832 DS-Beacon, 5)
RadBeacon Dot, 6) CC2640 R2F.
TABLE 6. PERCENTAGE ERROR OF DISTANCE CALCULATED USING IOT AND ELECTRONICS FORMULA.

Source: The Authors
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Table 8 shows the average number of packets received in 30 seconds. In other words, it shows
the average number of packets received by the mobile app in under 30 seconds. This data is used to
measure the signal strength. The higher the number of packets sent, the stronger the signal is. Sorted
list of BLE Beacon from the highest signal strength to the lowest signal strength: 1) iBeacon NRF51822,
2) Bytereal iBeacon, 3) iBeacon NRF52832 DS-Beacon, 4) RadBeacon Dot, 5) CC2640 R2F, 6) FSCBP103B.
TABLE 8. AVERAGE NUMBER OF PACKET RECEIVED IN 30 SECONDS

Source: The Authors

Business Excellence and Management

Source: The Authors
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TABLE 7. PERCENTAGE ERROR OF DISTANCE CALCULATED USING KONTAKT.IO LIBRARY

The main objective of this BLE Beacon comparison is to find the most optimal Beacon for the
research. There are several traits to be looked for to find the most optimal Beacon: accuracy, signal
stability, and signal strength. From this comparison result, it can be seen that iBeacon NRF51822 and
Bytereal iBeacon are the most versatile among all the BLE Beacons we’ve tested thus far based on
their overall performance. Each Beacon’s stability and accuracy is compared by variance, standard
deviation, average RSSI, average distance result calculated from Kontakt.io and the formula from IOT
and Electronics, and average number of packets received from each Beacon. The Beacon sensor that
will be used for this research is the one with variance that has least difference between each distance.
Based on results from Beacon systems that we’ve compared and calculated in the spreadsheet, we can
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conclude that Digoo Bytereal iBeacon BLE 4.0 and DS Beacon V1.0 are the most versatile among all
the Beacon systems we’ve tested thus far.
As shown in the Fig. 4, the BLE Beacon would broadcast a packet which contains RSSI signals
that would be received by the mobile application via Bluetooth. The mobile application would send the
RSSI, the mac address received from the Beacon, as well as the user id to the backend server where
the RSSI and mac address are sent to the MySQL database. If the database query is successful in
finding the Beacon by the RSSI and mac address, the Beacon packets would be sorted to find the most
positive RSSI value to identify user location with the highest occurrence Beacon. Once the Beacon with
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the highest occurrence is found, the MySQL database would update the user location. It will then be
returned to the mobile app, showing the user his/her location.

FIGURE 4. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
Source: The Authors

Fig. 5 shows the Activity Diagram how users can use the application, which user types have
access to certain features of the app, as well as how the app receives packets from the Beacons. As
shown in the Activity Diagram, the user will open the app to either register an account or log in,
depending whether the user already has an account or not. If the user does not have an account, the
user will have to register his/her data using the “Register” feature which will then be stored into the
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database. The user can then log in to the app through the “Login” feature, which will then be verified by
the app by looking up the user’s email address and password in the database through endpoint in the
backend server. Once the user has successfully logged in, the user will be redirected to the main menu,
where the user is able to view details of the event, event schedule, and heat map. Some features of the
application are only available to Event Admins, these features include “Edit Event Details”, “Edit Event
Schedule”, and “Booth Statistics” (which is also accessible by Booth Owners). The application will start
receiving packages from the BLE Beacons which will be automatically sent to the backend server every

Business Excellence and Management

data through an endpoint to the database every x seconds to determine the user location which will
appear on the app’s Heat Map.
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x seconds.The data then will be processed and sent to the database. The mobile app will then fetch the

FIGURE 5. ACTIVITY DIAGRAM
Source: The Authors
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research is to enforce social distancing between visitors in local physical MICE
events. Based on conducted experiments and analysis, it is shown that Bluetooth low energy Beacon
systems are capable in transmitting signals via Bluetooth without any interference. Therefore, it is
decided to use Bluetooth low energy Beacon systems in our mobile app. It will enable event
administrators to track and figure out location of every person attending a physical MICE event, to notify
app users whenever a room has reached or near it’s visitor limit, as well as to adapt people to the new
normal arrangement. Among 6 beacons have been tested, Digoo Bytereal iBeacon BLE 4.0 and DS
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Beacon V1.0 are the most versatile and will be used in the next experiments. One of the limitations for
this research is that depending on the limited number of BLE Beacon that used in the experiments,
including all their features.
For the next research, big data infrastructure will be prepared using cloud technology, including the data
warehouse technology as part of the back-end system using Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS) or non-RDBMS. Furthermore, data analysis of the coordinates, distances and density of
visitors are important to determine the behavior of visitors, so that the sequence points and patterns can
be seen in real time. Which is then visualized as a reporting dashboard for the requirement from the
event organizer to make decisions.
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